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ABSTRACT
Efficient resource allocation is the major issue in the development of fourth generation mobile
communication systems. A very high data rate is needed for advanced multimedia applications and
internet. This paper evaluates the performance of improved algorithm for the future Long Term Evolution
(LTE) advanced standards-the 3GPP candidate for 4G. For the analysis autoregressive model of
correlated Rayleigh fading processes is used. Simulation results shows that for downlink transmission a
very high data rate ,upto hundreds of Mbps can be obtained using improved algorithm under the
constraints of available transmit power and given BER. Same algorithm is also analysed by varying the no.
of users and spreading factor. Performance of the improved algorithm is evaluated in comparison with
ACA algorithm and shows significant improvement in the throughput for the three combining schemes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
To support the time varying QoS in multiuser environment for 4G systems multicarrier CDMA
(MC-CDMA) is the strong candidate.In this paper Spectrum allocation technique for MC-CDMA
systems is evaluated for LTE advanced standard and channel model is Rayleigh fading channel
model.In Release 10, Long Term Evolution (LTE) advanced was stan-dardized by 3GPP as the
successor of the Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) and LTE. The targets for
downlink and uplink peak data rate requirements were set to 1Gbit/s and 500Mbit/s, respetively,
when operating in a 100 MHz spectrum allocation.
Improved algorithm for throughput maximization in MC-CDMA is proposed in [1]. Channel
fading is different at different subcarriers , this feature has been exploited for allocating the
subcarriers to the users according to the instantaneous channel state information (CSI) in [1] and
[2]. In [2] an Adaptive Channel Allocation (ACA) algorithm is proposed for maximizing
throughput in which the subchannels are divided in to groups, and these groups are allocated to
the users depending on required transmit power. This is a contiguous channel allocation in which
channel fading feature is not fully exploited.
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Various subcarrier selection techniques are discussed in [3] by dividing the spectrum allocation
techniques in two broad categories i.e. single channel allocation and group of channel allocation.
The SCS-MC-CDMA system assigns to each user a selected number of sub-carriers [5]. The
concept of sub-carrier selection is introduced to counter the problem of high power consumption.
In this paper the concept is to assign each user only as many sub-carriers as are needed to support
the user’s data rate. In this method the system complexity increases when more number of filters
are required for subcarrier selection. Instantaneous CSI refers to the amount of channel fading
user experiences on particular channel. Some schemes have been proposed for subcarrier
selection according to CSI which includes, Selecting the subcarrier receiving maximum power on
it, Selecting the sub-carrier with maximum SNR, Selecting the subcarrier requiring least amount
of transmit power on it.In this paper last one has been discussed for achieving optimum
throughput.
An appropriate sub-carrier selection technique results in high spectrum efficiency, reduction in
high power consumption at the mobile terminal, high data throughput in a multicell environment,
improvement in BER performance, reduction in signal processing at the mobile terminal.
For the given power, throughput can be maximized by assigning maximum number of subcarriers
to the users.
In [6] Qingxin Chen, Elvino S. Sousa and Subbarayan pasupathy proposed a Water-filling
algorithm, it was motivated by the water-filling (WF) principle in information theory, it improves
the speed and average SINR of the system. One drawback lie in the case where one user’s fading
amplitudes are much larger than the average. G.K.D.Prasanna Venkatesan, and C.Ravichandran,
has suggested a dynamic sub-carrier allocation technique for adaptive modulation based MCCDMA system in [7] which results in improvement in throughput and BER performance. In this
paper water filling algorithm is used to select the best sub-carrier, over the existing subcarriers. In
this the principle of adaptive modulation consists of allocating many bits to carriers with a high
SNR, whereas on carriers with low SNR only a few or no bits at all are transmitted. However
there will be a possibility that when many channels suffer deep fading, there will be no
transmission or very few bits are transmitted. If subcarrier selections techniques are combined
with adaptive modulation techniques further improvement in data rate is resulted as discussed in
[8]. In [8] modulation scheme changes with change in no. of users satisfying the BER
requirement.
In this paper we investigate the method of subchannel allocation to the user for the given transmit
power in the downlink transmission. According to CSI each user will require a different transmit
power on each channel, using this characteristic group of channels will be allotted to users. In the
proposed algorithm [1] the method of group allocation to the users has been modified which will
result in producing global minima. This will result in further saving of the power and higher
throughput as compared with the ACA algorithm[2].
In section 2 problem of throughput maximization in the downlink for MC-CDMA is considered,
In section 3 Improved algorithm of subchannel allocation to the users is presented . Then
Numerical results are discussed by considering simulation environment of LTE-A standards in
section 3. At the end conclusions are drawn in section 4.

2. THROUGHPUT MAXIMIZATION PROBLEM
Problem Formulation
We have to make optimum use of the resources i.e. channels and transmit power to maximize the
throughput. In the downlink transmission of multiuser MC-CDMA technique for the given
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transmit power at the base station maximum possible number of channels should be allocated to
the users to maximize throughput maintaining low BER.
If the required amount of transmit power of each channel has been determined for all users before
the channel allocation, then throughput maximization problem is given by a following
optimization of c problem as [2],
max   c


(1)



Where
c - number of the uth user’s channels on the gth group.
U – Total number of users
G - Total number of groups of subcarriers.
Problem (1) is subject to
 sgnc  ≤ 1,



∀u , g
(1.a)

  c





c ∈ 0,1, … . . , S,

∀u, g

(1.b)
(1.c)

Where
S – Total number of subcarriers in gth group.
Above equation (1.b) is the total transmit power constraint.
where
PT max - The maximum transmit power, and
p - The required transmit power for uth user on one channel of the gth group,it is expressed as,
$

#$


p = βN" S#$ ∑)( &ω,( & ∑)( &ω,( f,(
&

(2)

Where
β- Target threshold of BER.

f,(
− uth user’s channel fading on the sth subcarrier of the desired group

ω,( - uth user’s frequency domain combining weight for the signal on the sth subcarrier of the
desired group.
Therefore the problem of throughput maximization can be put forward as, Every user experiences
different fading on different channels and consequently user requires different transmit power on
different channels. For the given system we have to form groups of neighbouring channels and
then these groups are allocated to the users according to the transmit power requirement.
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3. SUBCHANNEL SELECTION-IMPROVED ALGORITHM
An improved algorithm is proposed in [1] for the channel allocation in the downlink transmission
of multi-user MC-CDMA systems for throughput maximization, under the constraints that the
total transmit power should not exceed the maximum transmit power and each channel’s SINR
should not be less than a pre-defined value.
In this algorithm a subchannel group assignment technique is suggested as below,

3.1. Criteria used for group allocation
In this scheme, the group of subchannels are allocated to the different users by,
1) Calculating required transmit power for the users on one channel of all groups.
2) while allocating groups to the users, all the G number of groups will scan all the U number of
users at the same time and the user requiring minimum transmit power calculated as per (1) is
allocated that group.
3) Next remaining (G -1) number of groups will scan all the remaining (U -1) number of users
and so on…….
The improved algorithm [1] is as follows,
Initialization
P3 = P4567 , C = 1,2, … , G, c = 0 for
u = 1, … , U and g = 1, … , G.
Group assignment
while C ≠ ø
u =1:U
g = 1: G
[p5DE , u5DE ] = min(minHp I) % allocate a group to user requiring least power on one channel
of that group
end
Channel allocation
while C ≠ ø

t = arg min∀ ∈ K Lp MNOP Q; % select the group with
lowest power requirement
P3

cU VNOP = min WX µVNOP Y , SZ ; % calculate the available
pU
channel number

P3 = P3 − cU VNOP pU VNOP ; % calculate the residual
transmit power
µ

C = C ⃥uU5DE  ;

µ

^

If cU VNOP = 0 % since the residual transmit power is not
enough , terminate channel allocation.
Break the loop;
End If
End While
Different combining schemes will result in different power allocation, accordingly required
transmit power (pc5 ) will change.Frequency domain combining weights for MRC, EGC and ZFC
scheme are as per Table1 . Therefore throughput will be different for different combining
schemes
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Table1
Frequency Domain Combining Weight [9]
Combining Schemes(ω,( )
MRC
EGC
ZFC
Channel Fading
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4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
Here the computer simulations are carried for the simulation environment selected to meet the
specifications of LTE-A standards. Long Term Evolution (LTE) advanced standards is the 3GPP
candidate for 4G [5]. It is assumed that the channel state information (CSI) is available at the base
station. Stationary channel gain samples are produced using the autoregressive model of
correlated Rayleigh fading processes [10]. CSI is continuously changing with time
correspondingly user experiences different fading (f) on different channels.
Here three comparisons are considered, First the improved algorithm proposed in [1] is compared
with the ACA algorithm[2] in terms of throughput by varying the transmit power. Second by
increasing the number of users gradually changes in throughput are compared and third again
throughput comparison by varying the spreading factor.
Table 2.
Simulation parameters
Parameter
Carrier frequency (fc)

Environment
5 GHz

Operating bandwidth

100 MHz

Subcarrier spacing

25 KHz

Peak spectrum usage efficiency

30 (b/s/Hz)

Maximum Doppler frequency

462.96Hz

Receiver speed

100 km/hr

Symbol rate

64ksymbols/s

No. of channels

1024

Target SINR

-4 dB

Frequency domain combining weights will be different for different combining schemes and
accordingly throughput will vary for Minimal ratio combining (MRC), Equal gain combining
(EGC) and Zero force combining (ZFC) schemes [1].
In the first comparison simulations are carried out for the environment selected as in table 2. First
combining scheme under consideration is minimum ratio combining (MRC). In Fig. 1, the
throughput versus the maximum transmit power is depicted for the case when the spreading factor
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and the number of users are 32. The maximum transmit power is measured by MaxSNR =

Pmax
T g

(NoN) [2]. As maximum transmit power increases more number of channels will get

allocated to users for transmission and correspondingly throughput increases as shown in fig.1.
Throughput obtained is in Megabits per second. Fig.2 and fig.3 shows throughput comparisons
for improved algorithm [1] and ACA algorithm [2] for equal gain combining (EGC) and zero
force combining (ZFC) schemes respectively. Since EGC and ZFC schemes have same required
amount of transmit power for the one same channel, they give nearly the same throughput either
improved or ACA scheme is applied.

Figure.1 Throughput versus the maximum transmit power (measured by MaxSNR) for MRC
scheme, when the spreading factor and the number of users are 32

Figure 2 Throughput versus the maximum transmit power (measured by MaxSNR) for EGC
scheme,when the spreading factor and the number of users are 32.
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Figure 3 Throughput versus the maximum transmit power (measured by MaxSNR) for ZFC
scheme. when the spreading factor and the number of users are 32.

Fig.4 Throughput versus the number of users, when the spreading factor is 32, and the MaxSNR
is 20.1198 dB.
From the performance it can be seen that a very high data rate upto 2242.6 Mbps is resulted when
MaxSNR is 23.1301 dB for EGC and ZFC schemes which approaches the LTE advanced data
rates. For all the three combining schemes Improved algorithm outperform ACA algorithm in
terms of throughput.
Fig. 4 shows throughput variation with increase in the number of users when maximum transmit
power, spreading factor and BER kept constant. It can be seen that as number of users increases
group allocation to user scheme works in optimized manner as more number of users are
available for scanning resulting in increase in throughput.
In another comparison a spreading factor is made variable keeping other factors constant as ,the
number of users is 32, and the MaxSNR is 20.1198dB. Fig 5. shows the corresponding changes in
throughput. As spreading factor increases the required amount of transmit power increases,
resulting in decrease in throughput.
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In summary, the proposed Improved scheme in [1] outperform the ACA scheme in [2] in all areas
mentioned above and can significantly improve the system performance in achieving a very high
data rate required for latest 4G standard.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper the performance of the improved algorithm for subcarrier allocation [1] is evaluated
for the latest 3GPP release 10 LTE-A standards. The channel model considered is Rayleigh fading
channel model.The proposed algorithm in [1] suggest an adaptive group assignment technique
that will result in the optimum utilization of the available transmit power at the base station for
allocating maximum no. of channels to the users.The further improvement in the throughput can
be made by adapting non contiguous spectrum allocation scheme.
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